RUN NO:

VENUE:

63

Opp. Turismo Hotel

DATE: 8 July 2001
HARES: Pretender, Babe, Bushwacker

PUDDLE JUMPERS
HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
DILI, EAST TIMOR
Founded by Slops & PNS - First run 30 April 2000

HASH TRASH
Web Site

http://www.angelfire.com/on3/puddlejumpers

Mismanagement

Grand Master
Vice Grand Master
Religious Adviser
Hash Cash
Beermaster
Trailmaster
On Sex
Choirmistress
Hash Horn
Hash Flash

Willie
Ron
Don
Terry
Dennis
Dave
Jack
Juliann
Ralph
Steve

NEXT WEEK’S RUN:

WEE WILLIE
LACERATION
DRIBBLER
SCRUBBER
??
BROWNEYE
HAIDROLIK
PERSPIRATION
UPCHUCK
PULL IT

Harrison
Isaacson
Hayward
Jenkins
Lockhart
Ives
Williams
Isaacson
Kettle
Dunn

0438 899769
0407 101911
0409 860935
0408 242084
0418 124163
0407 939660
0407 656753
0407 723996
0418 812040
0408 679305

TBA

williewh@hotmail.com
risaacson@worldbank.org
dhayward@pittsh.com.au
terryjenkins21@hotmail.com
dlockhart@pittsh.com.au
daveives@indo.net.id
jackwlms@go.com
juliannisaacson@hotmail.com
kettle@un.org
sdunn49@yahoo.com

HORNY & BROWNEYE

RUN NO. 62 REPORT –WEE WILLIE & SEXON’S SURF TO SUMMIT SURVIVAL SORTIE SERIAL
Part I
The Annual surf to mountain back to surf
run was held, as we all know, from the
pristine beach front of Tasi Tolu this year.
It was set by SEX-ON and her hanger-on
WEE WILLIE now knowN as the two
most wanted hashers in East Timor.
Comments were made by other hashers
about this run/walk being “the best shit
run of the year” to “wait till we get those
two
A….holes”.
But
everyone
commented on what great views were
had when they reached the top.
It started with a gentle saunter along the
beach and then through the urban setting
of Comoro Raikotu. For the walkers the
shock and amazement came early in the
piece, when they were faced with a spur
line that made them think that crampons
and climbing ropes would be needed to
achieve the ascent to the dizzy heights of
the Three Crosses.
PERSPIRATION was overheard making
the statement, “Are you sure this is the
track that we are supposed to go up.
Where is that darn map PULL IT?”
However, true to his convictions as a true
Hasher PULL IT called out ON UP.
The runners had a much more secluded
ascent and where treated to a leisurely
pace through the back tracks and
banana plantations of Comoro village to
the bottom of the Three Crosses hill.
DRIBBLER, our forever mighty RA, gave
us inspiration as he revealed to us all just
how beautiful the surrounds of the
banana plantation were and that he just
loved this type of environment to run in.
This soon changed when the runners

were sent on a false trail up the
beginning of the Three Cross-hill.
HAIDROLIK along with two or three
other hill climbing Hashers were
convinced that this was the start of the
climb to the top.
But when the false trail was discovered
and the runners returned, the nervous
laugh of the remaining not-too-willing hill
climbing Hashers was heard ringing
across the valleys of Dili.
Bewilderment and expectation of the
unknown was etched on the faces of the
runners as they headed along the flats
led by DRIBBLER, CUMAKARZY and
HAIDROLIK.
Then BUSHWACKER, living up to his
name, found the on up, secretly wishing
that he hadn’t. The looks of bewilderment
turned to despair and the four letter
words began to flow ... such as good,
neat and yeah.
On Up it was ….! By the time we had
reached the Hold Check on the on up
track, PUBIC STRAP was as red as the
long flowing locks on his head. When
SCRUBBER was told to turn around and
look at the view he whispered between
breathes, “I don’t have to, I’ve already
seen it about 50 times on the way up!”
Then it was On Up again to the top and
one could say that HAIDROLIK was
reliving his PNG Hash days as he just
glided over the ridge and up to the Three
Crosses to meet up with the walkers who
looked remarkably well after their part of
the ordeal.
A
quick
rabbit
song
lead
by
PERSPIRATION was a welcome break

A man went into a pharmacy and asked
to talk to a male pharmacist.
The woman he was talking to said that
she was the pharmacist, and that she
and her sister owned the store, so there
were no males employed there. She then
asked if there was something she could
help the gentleman with.
The man said, "This is very embarrassing
for me, but I have a permanent erection
which is very inconvenient. I was
wondering what you could give me for
it?"
The pharmacist said, "Just a minute, I'll
go talk to my sister." When she
returned she said, "The best we can do
is 1/3 ownership in the store, $3000 a
month and living expenses."

for all and in particular a great welcome
back for our recently returned Choir
Mistress. At the conclusion it was an On
Down for all and a deserved On Home
for the walkers.
The runners were lulled into a false
sense of security by the walkers On
Home call and DRIBBLER and
JOYSTICK, who were being pushed by
SEX-ON, set a cracking pace along the
dirt track which contoured the bottom of
the Three Crosses hill.
This soon came to an end when the word
F..K (fork) was called, back to the on
coming runners as the track forked off
the main road and ........ (Continued in
Part II on page 2)

Sorry, no photos of last week’s action. Hash Flash had a bit of an equipment accident. No, not that...! Hopefully next edition.

CIRCLE CIRCUS

RUN NO. 62 REPORT Part II

The survivors of the WEE WILLIE & SEXON torture trail gathered on the edge
of the beach at Tasi Tolu with DRIBBLER, as acting GM, calling the Circle to
order. This was an ominous sign as the real GM was very much present. It
transpired that he had decided to step down this week so that he could deservedly
take all the charges that he thought would be fired at him without the security of
the ‘Royal Privilege’. As it happened he got off quite lightly on that front, which
goes to show that there were more Hashers who secretly enjoyed the run and the
walk than were willing to show it openly!
Another four enthusiastic Newbies made their appearance, including Liz, the
responsibility of LACERATION and PERSPIRATION. (It will be interesting to
see what Hash name that produces!)
Despite avoiding further punishment for setting the run, WEE WILLIE still took
the overall down down honours for a numbers of other misdemeanours with
SEXON and the departing CUMAKARZY as runners-up (though SEXON very
generously donated her down downs to whoever was next to her each time!)
DRIBBLER had an unusually dry Circle as a result of his temporary position of
authority and even used it to avoid any damage as a result of the on-going verbal
contest between the various members of the Pitt & Sherry power group (try saying
that when you’ve had a few!).
This week’s sad farewell was to CUMAKARZY, an infrequent but prominent
member of the DH3. We all hope you Hash successfully in Kosovo, Chechnya,
Bosnia or wherever you are lucky enough to find yourself next.

DOWN DOWNS
Hare
Newbies
Neglecting Newbies
SCBs
Leaners
Leavers

SEXON, WEE WILLIE
Phil, Liz, Matt, Marguerite
PERSPIRATION, Alan, Ephie, Ted
BALD EAGLE, HAIDROLIK
SEXON, NUMATIK, BRO BASS x 2
CUMAKARZY

Charges from the Circle
DRIBBLER charged PUBIC STRAP for calling him in Darwin last week to
find out where the run was
PUBIC STRAP charged DRIBBLER for his weekly standing charge.
REVERSED because he is a/GM this week
Owen charged Bill for starting with the runners and finishing with the walkers
BONER charged SCRUBBER for starting with the runners and finishing with
the walkers
PERSPIRATION charged PULL IT for leading the walkers astray
SCRUBBER charged WEE WILLIE for blaming SEXON for setting the run
BALD EAGLE charged HAIDROLIK for causing such a hard run by
whinging about the run last week
HAIDROLIK charged CUMAKARZY, BRO BASS & RUPIAH for training
for the Hash run
WEE WILLIE charged SEXON for training for the run
CUMAKARZY charged Alan for whinging
A/GM charged BUSHWACKER as the representative for the losing Aussie
rugby team
EVERYONE charged WEE WILLIE for using someone’s non-Hash name
Bill becomes MUMBLES for his ability to be incoherent
NAMING
in several languages
WEE WILLIE for not providing venue information to
POTW
last week’s acting Beer Masters
FAREWELL CUMAKARZY who is leaving East Timor for a bit of
excitement …including the wedding of the year in Bali in
October.

No.

Date

HARES APPARENT
Hares
Occasion/Location

63
64

8 July
15 July

Babe, Bushwacker, Pretender
Horny & Brown Eye

65
66
67
68
69
70

22 July
29 July
5 Aug
12 Aug
19 Aug
26 Aug

Dribbler
Lizzie & Laceration
Volunteers??
Volunteers??
Browneye & Volunteer?
Boner & David

Opposite Turismo Hotel
32nd Anniv of the founding
of the Flying Zubriks
Crater to crater
Independence Day?!
)
) Get yours in first before
) Browneye get you!
)

(Continued from Page 1)
....... went up the old Tasi Tolu
favourite, Look-Out Hill.
DRIBBLER mentioned some word
starting with “B “as SEX-ON and
WEE WILLIE passed him on their
way up, but the “B” word was mixed
with a little bit of laughter between
him catching his breath which got
more and more distant as both
groups made the climb.
David
and
JOYSTICK
had
continued the pace from the dirt
road and by the time the rest of the
runners had made it to the top they
were refreshed and ready to go. I
am sure they used JOYSTICK’s
chopper to get them up there so
fast, but that is a private matter that
we can discuss with them later.
BALD EAGLE, another chopper
man, was well on the way to
recovery as well, but we all suspect
it was the short cut that he took at
the top of the first mountain that
gave him that exact lift.
The On Home from the top was
called and I have never seen an
area clear so quickly apart for the
main road in Glasgow when I
wanted to borrow some money
(sorry RUPIAH).
Over all it was a good day apart
from the sore legs and loss of water,
but this made for a thirsty circle
which was enjoyed by all and which
was later joined by a hash mermaid
who we all know as RANDY.
But RANDY, it was a surf to
mountain and back to surf run, not a
shore to bottom of the sea and back,
but then again it was heard going
around the circle that you looked
pretty good in latex, oh I mean lycra.
You were just lucky your mate
HORNY wasn’t there.

A wife invited some people to
dinner. At the table, she turned
to their six-year old daughter and
said, "Would you like to say the
blessing?"
"I wouldn't know what to say,"
the girl replied.
"Just say what you hear Mommy
say," the wife answered.
The daughter bowed her head and
said, "Lord, why on earth did I
invite all these people to dinner?"

HELP!!
WE
NEED
SOME
ARTISTIC FLAIR TO
HELP DESIGN A NEW
T SHIRT FOR THE
DH3.
CHECK ANY OF THE
COMMITTEE
WITH

